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Archery training kingdom come deliverance

Obviously archery strips don't give you experience, what's the next best way? Page 2 14 reviews Train Hard, Fight Easy is the 5th main search in the Kingdom Come Delivery (KCD). This walkthrough will guide you through all the goals and paths of Train Hard, Fight Easy Main Quest. Train Hard, Fight
Easy activates automatically after completing Awakening Main Quest. Get on the training ground and talk to Captain Bernard The training ground is automatically marked on your map. It's on Ratten's east exit. Go there at 7:00 in the morning. You can sleep in your bed or press touchpad (PS4) to move on
in time. Captain Bernard doesn't give birth in any day, it must be the day. This is a good time to point out that you should keep an eye on your Nutrition and Energy stats. You won't die if reduced to 0, but you will faint and not take care of yourself will affect your other stats negatively. The promotion of time
reduces food and energy with each hour that passes. Try to keep these prices above 50 and you'll be fine. Nutrition is refilled with food, Energy by sleeping on a bed. Take over the training of Bernard / Sword Tutorial Captain Bernard will give you a swordfighting tutorial. You can choose whether you want
basic or advanced training. I recommend advanced training if you still remember everything from the first sword training in Skalitz. Follow Bernard to the shooting range After sword training, follow Bernard over to the archery range. Take up Archery Training You only have a few seconds to shoot some
arrows before Lord Capon arrives and challenges you. Use this time wisely. You can draw the bow by holding / . Let the button release the arrow. How to aim with a bow: Target is rather difficult with the arc, as there is no reticule. Aim by watching the edge of the arrow. Alternatively, watch the left side of
your hand. Because you don't keep the bow perfectly straight the arrows tend to fly further to the left than where the arrow points. Also aim a little over your target. Arrows fall very quickly (arrow drop also depends on the type of arc and arrow used). It takes practice, but it's fun to master and you can come
back after the mission to practice more. Competing with Hans Capon in archery Lord Hans Capon will reach and challenge you to an archery contest. If you win this you're a great archer already! Winning the contest will also get you Lord Capon's bow. If you lose, you're going to have to pay him money.
Swordfight with Hans Capon The next challenge is to compete in a swordfight with Lord Capon. Use what you learned earlier and you should Fine, this is a little easier than the archery contest. If you win it will cancel your debts (in case you have lost in Archery). Talk to Bernard, talk to your teacher
Bernard. He'll send you to the bailiff to take over your duties. Reference to the bailiff The bailiff is automatically marked on your map. He's in the building above the Gunman. When you stand in front of Store Armorer, take a few steps to the right and you can go to a small courtyard and up some wooden
stairs. Enter the building through these wooden steps and go higher up the top floor. The bailiff lives there. However, they will walk around a bit depending on the day so its exact spot can vary slightly. Please also note that at night they lock the doors. If it's too late, the doors might be locked. In this case,
advance time until 11 am the next day and everything will be unlocked. Talking to the bailiff ends up train hard, fighting easy main quest. Next Up: Keeping the Peace Main Search. For more detailed presentations, see the full detailed presentation of Kingdom Come Deliverance. Here you can find the list
of all trainers who can train you particularly skill, for example: alchemy, reading, pickpockp, hunting, bow, sword, defense, lockpacking etc. Next Basics Command list Prev Basic Alchemy One way to accelerate the development of your character in Kingdom Come: Deliverance is to pay for training
received by master instructors living in the world of the game. With training you can take your skills and attributes to the next level. Each instructor specializes only in a specific field and, therefore, you need to find the right person to develop the desired skill set. This chapter of the game guide will help you
in your search for trainers. Below we present a list of instructors along with their location and specialty. Note - this chapter is still being prepared. The next trainers will be added to the list in the near future. Developed feature or name SkillLocationTrainerAlchemySasau: MonasteryShip
NicodemusAlchemyRattayApothecaryMacesRattayCaptain BernardMaceTalmbergSir RobardReadingUzhitzCribePickpocketingSasau: TownCharlatan PippakiTaktamiler PesekPockpocketingTalmberg (Shack located north of the castle)Black
LukeshHorsemanshipNeuhofZoraHorsemanshipUzhitzVashekMaintenanceRattayBlacksmith MikkeshMaintenanceSasau: Master OtaH City untingTalmbergHunter NicholasHuntingRattayHunter BertholdBowTalmbergHunter NicholasBowRattayHunter BertholdSwordRattayCaptainardAxeInn in the Glade
InnkeeperAxeRattayCaptain BernardStealthKohelnitz (side quest The Good Thief)WoyzeckStealthSasau: Monastery (a household located east of the monastery)Miller SimonStealthSasau: InnMatthewUnaarmedSasau (Fight Arena)PunchUnaarmedSasau: InnFritzUnarmedUzhitz ( Fisherman's
Camp)FirshermanLockpackingRattayMiller PeschekLockpackingTalmberg (Shack located north of castle)Black LukeshHerbalismUzhitz (the hut in the forest located west of the village)Botanist Next Basics Command list Prev Basics Alchemy Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free
iOS App Prepare to fight! This comprehensive game guide for Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tips and a detailed detailed presentation of the medieval RPG. Includes start-up tips for beginners, beginners, guide, trophies and achievements, search description and maps. See how to
survive in the Kingdom Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you with this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into a few extended chapters and the first contains several tips. What should I remember before I start a new game? Select the normal difficulty. We don't
recommend hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance playthrough. This level of difficulty makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and saving your progress much harder. This feature is for those who have already completed the game and want extra challenge for their
second playthrough. You cannot save without restrictions. Forget saving whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior Schnups - these filters can't be found anywhere nor can you produce them mass. This means you have to change the way you play. Visit a bed or bath after
each more adventure - refractive posts will save your game automatically. Auto stores are also created during certain parts of searches. You cannot win a match by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be difficult. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go for a
counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting during your first hours with the game. At Rattay, the place you reach during the main story, you can practice combat melee and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can finish the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing
that can convince you to avoid fighting at the start of the game is the fact that you can beat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives you alternatives - you can, for example, be cunning during a conversation, avoid enemies, let your allies face bandits or flee. The latter
variant is especially useful when you encounter a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you should pay attention to a few additional factors that have an impact on your character's health and overall well-being. Lost health spots will not be replenished over time which
means you need to drink potions, eat food or rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue line. Henry can also feel hungry – always have something to eat in your inventory. You can also visit locations that have food (you can either buy it to steal it). Pickpocketing and lockpocking is a challenge here.
Both feature a mini-game. At first, you may have problems completing them. Don't worry, the problems are caused by Henry's lack of experience. In The Kingdom Come: Henry's liberation acquires proficiency by repeating the same actions over and over again. Each successfully completed mini-game
increases your hero's skills which means he can later become much better at it. You get a horse after completing the first searches. In the 1st, the You cannot assign any of the horses to your character. Don't try to steal them because you can have a lot of problems. Focus on completing the main
searches. One of the rewards for searching Prey is your own horse. From now on you can ride on your horse without any restrictions. More tips can be found in the Startup Tips chapter. How to develop the main statistics of the hero? In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you develop your skills by performing
activities related to them. Some of the skills can also be leveled in an alternative way, e.g. by visiting trainers and paying (a lot) for their training. Power - Participate in matches and practice in arenas. Skill - Use a bow, run dodges. Animation - Sprinting and climbing. Speech - Talk to NPCs.Defense - Use
blocks. War - Participation in matches. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies using punches. Alchemy - Brew filters. Read - Read books (after learning this skill from the scribe in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from the pockets of NPCs. Riding - Ride with your horse. Maintenance -
Repair of your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and filters. Stealth - Slip into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Botany - Collect herbs. More information about each of the skills can be found in the Character Evolution chapter. The most common
problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by installing the newest drivers for your video card. Also, remember to check if your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you have to do, regardless of which platform you own, is
update the game to the latest version. I can't complete a search. Some of the searches have errors that can cause problems or even prevent you from completing them. One of these quests is called A Bird in Hand. During this side search you may have an error causing your cages to disappear. Most of
the searches are specified in patch 1.6 and in previous patches. However, if you are still running on an error, try reloading the previous save and restarting that search. Some of our detailed presentations contain information about possible errors. My character is overloaded. Kingdom Come: Deliverance
has a rather restrictive weight limit. Having your hero overloaded is not recommended - you can have problems with matches or even with of the world. Don't take every item you come across, sell every useless item, better pieces of equipment not used today will be placed on your chest. You can also
increase your weight limit by developing strength and unlocking mule privileges. I'm trying to hide, but the enemies can still track me. The stealth engineer at Kingdom Come is quite complicated. Remove all heavy pieces of armor that can create sound before you start slipping. Also, don't forget to bend
over. All your privacy efforts need to be made overnight - most of the NPCs will go to their beds. Saving storage is not available. If you don't see the save option in the pause menu, then that means you're out of Savior Schnups. Manual saves are possible only by consuming this filter. Each saving costs a
filter. Don't overdo it with manual saves – this would require you to buy, find or manufacture (using Alchemy) new Savior Schnups. Drink them only at important moments, e.g. just before a difficult battle. I don't have any locks. Lockpicks, just like Savior Schnups, are items with very limited availability. You
need them to open locks. It's easy to break which means you can lose them forever if you're not careful. New lockpicks can be found in the world or can be purchased from mills (black marketeers) or some selected dealers (e.g. Votava which can be found at Talmberg Castle). I don't have any gold. Some
of the methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but requires your character to have Botany at a high level. Thanks to this you will be able to collect many more herbs with one click. Besides that, you should also remember to sell
useless items from your own assets. However, traders are only interested in certain goods and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. You need this item to, e.g. dig out graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during, e.g. Good side search thief. However, the finding is
very simple - one of the shovels rests on the basket that can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting point for this search). I don't have a good gun or armor. Know that a basic weapon and armor can all be taken during the first main searches. However, you can also decide to search for
them yourself. One of the chances of finding good equipment is during your first visit to Talmberg that happens after your escape from Skalitz. You can get inside the arsenal and steal the most valuable items stored there. This requires you to use lockpicks, however, all castles in the game have low-level
locks. I can't read books. That's not an insect. Henry can't read at the beginning of the kingdom. You should start Mightier Than the Sword side search - visit the scribe who lives in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on you
can start reading books. I failed a search. All missions to the Kingdom come are nonlinear. Some of the side searches can end with a failure. You can drive this result, e.g. does not help an NPC within a certain time limit, leading to someone's death or being caught red-handed. Try to come to terms with
this failure or reload your previous save if the game does not allow you to continue a search. I can't beat Rudd. The first encounter with Runt occurs when you go back to the damaged Skalitz (this takes place during the first searches). Your second meeting with Runt is at Pribyslavitz during the main
Baptism of Fire search. That's it, that's it. You have to beat him. Rudd is the only enemy to be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, a high-quality melee gun and, optionally, a bow before you begin this quest. During the duel you should look for opportunities to block his attacks and use your own combos or
shoot him with your bow. Runt can die immediately if he gets shot in the head. More detailed solutions to the problems mentioned above and other topics can be found in the FAQ section. Tips for startThe main focus guide is to provide various startup tips. Thanks to them you should be able to learn all
the basic game rules and survive the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character evolution, travel to the game world, meeting with NPCs, equipment management, or the use of alchemy. A lot of time and effort was put into the FAQ chapter. There, you can learn
how to get rich quickly, how to find a good weapon and armor with ease, what skills should be unlocked first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when your character is caught in the act or how to successfully sneak into enemy camps. Trophy GuideThe chapter dedicated to achievements is another
important part. There, you can find a complete list of Steam trophies and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide consists of the global atlas featuring high-resolution maps of the entire world with the most important locations marked on them. RomanceNas, you can
make romance at Kingdom Come Delivery. Check out our romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (search on your service My Lady) and Theresa (search courtship). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the critical NPC, vendors, traders, skill trainers and treasure maps:
Treasure mapsTreasure maps in the Kingdom Come are images with symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will get a reward! All treasure maps in the Kingdom Come - our map with the signs of all treasures, of lodges and loot in the Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (rewards: dogwood hunting bow,
fashionable slippers, hunting hat, lucky playing dice, nighthawk recipe, The joy of evisceration IV)Treasure IV (rewards: chalice and groschen)Treasure XI (rewards: dogwood bow of the peasant) Treasure XX (rewards: long Ashbow , basic riding skills IV, dark shoes IV, dark shoes iv , recipe Aqua
Vitalis)Treasure XVII (rewards: Dogwood bow, Decorated riding boots, necklace, skill book: lockpicking)Treasure XVI (rewards: Ash bow hunting and sword hunting) Guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed walkthrough. There, you can find solutions for both the main searches (divided
into operations) and the sub-searches that you can unlock by talking to NPCs. Many searches in the game are not linear which is also mentioned in their descriptions. You can also control the future of your doings. Main QuestsKingdom Come Detailed presentation contains all the main searches with tips.
Check out our solution: Side QuestsRattay Quests (The Good Thief, Pickpocketing, Aquarius, Cook, A Bird in Hand, Next to Piety, Tough Love)Uzhitz Quests (stronger than the sword, Playing with the Devil, the horse bolted)Talmberg (The House of God) Neuhof (The Sports of Kings)Ledechko (Restless
Spirit, Lost In Translation)Sasau (In The Hand of Gods, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Miss in Danger)Rvna (A Man of The Fabric)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers a few smaller side quests called activities. Here you can find a detailed presentation on various
activities in many cities: Rattay activities (This as Woyzeck Thieves, Thick As Peschek Thieves, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Destruction, Beggars Feast and Rob the Rich, Give the poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn in the Clearing (A Woman Despised, Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Thick as
Thieves Simon, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of Shebas Sword)The most important keys to the Kingdom Come to PCBelow you can find our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Release (PC VERSION). The full list of controls is in the Controls section. Move Look



Around Interact / Get an Item / Start a Conversation / Confirm Action Go / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary Attack Secondary Attack Kick or Other Special Attack Block / Parry Take Out a Melee Gun Take a Bow Census Character Menu Quests Magazine Map Skip Time Come: Delivery is a complex
RPG set in Medieval Europe. Developers have a lot of emphasis on realism. This is reflected by the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and many difficulties in keeping your hero alive. Your character can't heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an
important part of the combat system, where you can use various types of melee and weapons. Jacek Stranger Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the ashes? Author: Jacek Stranger Halas gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections to this
guide. Page 3 Download the PDF Game Guide, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Prepare to Fight! This comprehensive game guide for Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tips and a detailed detailed presentation of the medieval RPG. Includes beginner start-up tips, battle guide, trophies
and achievements, search description and maps. See how to survive in the Kingdom Come! This unofficial for Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you with this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into a few extended chapters and the first contains several tips. What should I remember before I
start a new game? Select the normal difficulty. We don't recommend hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance playthrough. This level of difficulty makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character and saving your progress much harder. This feature is for those who have already completed
the game and want extra challenge for their second playthrough. You cannot save without restrictions. Forget saving whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior Schnups - these filters can't be found anywhere nor can you produce them mass. This means you have to change
the way you play. Visit a bed or bath after each more adventure - refractive posts will save your game automatically. Auto stores are also created during certain parts of searches. You cannot win a match by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be difficult. You need to know where and
when to attack, block, dodge and go for a counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting during your first hours with the game. At Rattay, the place you reach during the main story, you can practice combat melee and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can finish the game
without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid fighting at the start of the game is the fact that you can beat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives you alternatives - you can, for example, be cunning during a conversation, avoid enemies, let
your allies face bandits or flee. The latter variant is especially useful when you encounter a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you should pay attention to a few additional factors that have an impact on your character's health and overall well-being. Lost health spots
will not be replenished over time which means you need to drink potions, eat food or rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue line. Henry can also feel hungry – always have something to eat in your inventory. You can also visit places that have food (you can either buy it or steal it). Pickpocketing
and lockpocking is a challenge here. Both feature a mini-game. At first, you may have problems completing them. Don't worry, the problems are caused by Henry's lack of experience. In The Kingdom Come: Henry's liberation acquires proficiency by repeating the same actions over and over again. Each
successfully completed mini-game increases your hero's skills which means he can later become much better at it. You get a horse after completing the first searches. At the beginning, you can't any of the horses in your character. Don't try to steal them because you can have a lot of problems. Focus on
completing the main searches. One of the rewards for searching Prey is your own horse. From now on you can ride on your horse without any restrictions. More tips can be found in the Startup Tips chapter. How to develop the main statistics of the hero? In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you develop your
skills by performing activities related to them. Some of the skills can also be leveled in an alternative way, e.g. and pay (a lot) for their education. Power - Participate in matches and practice in arenas. Skill - Use a bow, run dodges. Animation - Sprinting and climbing. Speech - Talk to NPCs.Defense - Use
blocks. War - Participation in matches. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies using punches. Alchemy - Brew filters. Read - Read books (after learning this skill from the scribe in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from the pockets of NPCs. Riding - Ride with your horse. Maintenance -
Repair of your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and filters. Stealth - Slip into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Botany - Collect herbs. More information about each of the skills can be found in the Character Evolution chapter. The most common
problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by installing the newest drivers for your video card. Also, remember to check if your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you have to do, regardless of which platform you own, is
update the game to the latest version. I can't complete a search. Some of the searches have errors that can cause problems or even prevent you from completing them. One of these quests is called A Bird in Hand. During this side search you may have an error causing your cages to disappear. Most of
the searches are specified in patch 1.6 and in previous patches. However, if you are still running on an error, try reloading the previous save and restarting that search. Some of our detailed presentations contain information about possible errors. My character is overloaded. Kingdom Come: Deliverance
has a rather restrictive weight limit. Having your hero overloaded is not recommended - you can have problems with racing or even exploring the world. Don't take every item you come across, sell every useless item, better pieces of equipment not used today will be placed on your chest. You can also
increase your weight limit by developing strength and unlocking mule privileges. I'm trying to hide, but the enemies can still track me. The stealth engineer at Kingdom Come is quite complicated. Remove all heavy pieces of armor that can create sound before you start slipping. Also, don't forget to bend
over. All your privacy efforts need to be made overnight - most of the NPCs will go to their own. The save option is not available. If you don't see the save option in the pause menu, then that means you're out of Savior Schnups. Manual saves are possible only by consuming this filter. Each saving costs a
filter. Don't overdo it with manual saves – this would require you to buy, find or manufacture (using Alchemy) new Savior Schnups. Drink them only at important moments, e.g. just before a difficult battle. I don't have any locks. Lockpicks, just like Savior Schnups, are items with very limited availability. You
need them to open locks. It's easy easy break which means you can lose them forever if you're not careful. New lockpicks can be found in the world or can be purchased from mills (black marketeers) or some selected dealers (e.g. Votava which can be found at Talmberg Castle). I don't have any gold.
Some of the methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but requires your character to have Botany at a high level. Thanks to this you will be able to collect many more herbs with one click. Besides that, you should also remember to
sell useless items from your own assets. However, traders are only interested in certain goods and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. You need this item to, e.g. dig out graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during, e.g. Good side search thief. However, the finding
is very simple - one of the shovels rests on the basket that can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting point for this search). I don't have a good gun or armor. Know that a basic weapon and armor can all be taken during the first main searches. However, you can also decide to search for
them yourself. One of the chances of finding good equipment is during your first visit to Talmberg that happens after your escape from Skalitz. You can get inside the arsenal and steal the most valuable items stored there. This requires you to use lockpicks, however, all castles in the game have low-level
locks. I can't read books. That's not an insect. Henry can't read at the beginning of the kingdom. You should start Mightier Than the Sword side search - visit the scribe who lives in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on you
can start reading books. I failed a search. All missions to the Kingdom come are nonlinear. Some of the side searches can end with a failure. You can lead to this effect, e.g. not helping an NPC within a certain time limit, leading to someone's death or being caught red-handed. Try to come to terms with
this failure or reload your previous save if the game does not allow you to continue a search. I can't beat Rudd. The first encounter with Runt occurs when you go back to the damaged Skalitz (this takes place during the first searches). Your second meeting with Runt is at Pribyslavitz during the main
Baptism of Fire search. This is where you have to beat him. Rudd is the enemy to be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, a high-quality melee gun and, optionally, a bow before you begin this quest. During the duel you should look for opportunities to block his attacks and use your own combos or shoot
him with your bow. Runt can die immediately if he gets shot in the head. More detailed solutions to the problems mentioned above and other topics can be found in the FAQ section. Tips for startThe main focus guide is to provide various startup tips. Thanks to them you can Be able to learn all the basic
rules of the game and survive the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character evolution, travel to the game world, meeting with NPCs, equipment management, or the use of alchemy. A lot of time and effort was put into the FAQ chapter. There, you can learn how
to get rich quickly, how to find a good weapon and armor with ease, what skills should be unlocked first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when your character is caught in the act or how to successfully sneak into enemy camps. Trophy GuideThe chapter dedicated to achievements is another important
part. There, you can find a complete list of Steam trophies and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide consists of the global atlas featuring high-resolution maps of the entire world with the most important locations marked on them. RomanceNas, you can make
romance at Kingdom Come Delivery. Check out our romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (search on your service My Lady) and Theresa (search courtship). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the critical NPC, vendors, traders, skill trainers and treasure maps:
Treasure mapsTreasure maps in the Kingdom Come are images with symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will get a reward! All treasure maps in the Kingdom Come - our map with the signs of all treasures, of lodges and loot in the Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (rewards: dogwood hunting bow,
fashionable slippers, hunting hat, lucky playing dice, nighthawk recipe, The joy of evisceration IV)Treasure IV (rewards: chalice and groschen)Treasure XI (rewards: dogwood bow of the peasant) Treasure XX (rewards: long Ashbow , basic riding skills IV, dark shoes IV, dark shoes iv , recipe Aqua
Vitalis)Treasure XVII (rewards: Dogwood bow, Decorated riding boots, necklace, skill book: lockpacking)Treasure XVI (rewards: Ash bow hunting and sword hunting) Walkthrough Guide to the Kingdom Come: Delivery also offers a detailed detailed presentation. There, you can find solutions for both the
main searches (divided into operations) and the sub-searches that you can unlock by talking to NPCs. Many searches in the game are not linear which is also mentioned in their descriptions. You can also check the future consequences of your actions. Main QuestsKingdom Come Detailed contains all the
main searches with tips. Check out our solution: Side QuestsRattay Searches (The Good Thief, Pickpocketing, Aquarius, Cook, A Bird in Hand, Next to Eusebius, Hard Love)Uzitz Quests (Stronger Than the Sword, Playing with the Devil, The Horse Screwed)Talmberg (The House of God) Neuhof (The
Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost In Translation)Sasau (In The Hand of Gods, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains , Rattle, Miss in Danger)Rvna (A man of his Kingdom Come offers some smaller sub-missions called activities. Here you can find a detailed presentation on various
activities in many cities: Rattay activities (This as Woyzeck Thieves, Thick As Peschek Thieves, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Destruction, Beggars Feast and Rob the Rich, Give the poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn in the Clearing (A Woman Despised, Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Thick as
Thieves Simon, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of Shebas Sword)The most important keys to the Kingdom Come to PCBelow you can find our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Release (PC VERSION). The full list of controls is in the Controls section. Move Look
Around Interact / Get an Item / Start a Conversation / Confirm Action Go / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary Attack Secondary Attack Kick or Other Special Attack Block / Parry Take Out a Melee Gun Take a Bow Census Character Menu Quests Magazine Map Skip Time Come: Delivery is a complex
RPG set in Medieval Europe. Developers have a lot of emphasis on realism. This is reflected by the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and many difficulties in keeping your hero alive. Your character can't heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an
important part of the combat system, where you can use various types of melee and weapons. Jacek Stranger Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the ashes? Author: Jacek Stranger Halas gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections to this
guide. Page 4 Download the PDF Game Guide, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Prepare to fight! This comprehensive game guide for Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tips and a detailed detailed presentation of the medieval RPG. Includes beginner start-up tips, battle guide, trophies
and achievements, search description and maps. See how to survive in the Kingdom Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you with this rather complicated game. The guide is divided into a few extended chapters and the first contains several tips. What should I remember
before I start a new game? Select the normal difficulty. We don't recommend hardcore mode for your first Kingdom Come: Deliverance playthrough. This level of difficulty makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and saving your progress much harder. This feature is for those who have
already completed the game and want additional for their second playthrough. You cannot save without restrictions. Forget saving whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking Savior Schnups - these filters can't be found anywhere nor can you produce them mass. This means you
have to change the way you play. Visit a bed or bath after each more adventure - refractive posts will save your game automatically. Automatic saves are created during certain parts of the searches. You cannot win a match by clicking the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be difficult. You need
to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go for a counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting during your first hours with the game. At Rattay, the place you reach during the main story, you can practice combat melee and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can
finish the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid fighting at the start of the game is the fact that you can beat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives you alternatives - you can, for example, be cunning during a conversation,
avoid enemies, let your allies face bandits or flee. The latter variant is especially useful when you encounter a more powerful enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you should pay attention to a few additional factors that have an impact on your character's health and overall well-
being. Lost health spots will not be replenished over time which means you need to drink potions, eat food or rest. Sleep is also necessary to reset the fatigue line. Henry can also feel hungry – always have something to eat in your inventory. You can also visit places that have food (you can either buy it or
steal it). Pickpocketing and lockpocking is a challenge here. Both feature a mini-game. At first, you may have problems completing them. Don't worry, the problems are caused by Henry's lack of experience. In The Kingdom Come: Henry's liberation acquires proficiency by repeating the same actions over
and over again. Each successfully completed mini-game increases your hero's skills which means he can later become much better at it. You get a horse after completing the first searches. At first, you can't assign any of the horses to your character. Don't try to steal them because you can have a lot of
problems. Focus on completing the main searches. One of the rewards for searching Prey is your own horse. From now on you can ride on your horse without any restrictions. More tips can be found in the Startup Tips chapter. How to develop the main statistics of the hero? In Kingdom Come:
Deliverance you develop your skills by performing activities related to them. Some of the skills can also be leveled with way, e.g. by visiting trainers and paying (a lot) for their training. Power - Participate in matches and practice in arenas. Skill - Use a bow, run dodges. Animation - Sprinting and climbing.
Speech - Talk to NPCs.Defense - Use blocks. War - Participation in matches. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies using punches. Alchemy - Brew filters. Read - Read books (after learning this skill from the scribe in Uzhitz). Pickpocketing - Steal from the pockets of NPCs. Riding -
Ride with your horse. Maintenance - Repair of your equipment. Your. - Hunt wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and filters. Stealth - Slip into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lockpicks. Botany - Collect herbs. More information about each of the skills can be found in the Character Evolution
chapter. The most common problems with Kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come doesn't work/freezes. Start by installing the newest drivers for your video card. Also, remember to check if your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you have to do, regardless of
which platform you own, is update the game to the latest version. I can't complete a search. Some of the searches have errors that can cause problems or even prevent you from completing them. One of these quests is called A Bird in Hand. During this side search you may have an error causing your
cages to disappear. Most of the searches are specified in patch 1.6 and in previous patches. However, if you are still running on an error, try reloading the previous save and restarting that search. Some of our detailed presentations contain information about possible errors. My character is overloaded.
Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a rather restrictive weight limit. Having your hero overloaded is not recommended - you can have problems with racing or even exploring the world. Don't take every item you come across, sell every useless item, better pieces of equipment not used today will be placed on
your chest. You can also increase your weight limit by developing strength and unlocking mule privileges. I'm trying to hide, but the enemies can still track me. The stealth engineer at Kingdom Come is quite complicated. Remove all heavy pieces of armor that can create sound before you start slipping.
Also, don't forget to bend over. All your privacy efforts need to be made overnight - most of the NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see the save option in the pause menu, then that means you're out of Savior Schnups. Manual saves are possible only by consuming this
filter. Each saving costs a filter. Don't overdo it with manual saves – this would require you to buy, find or manufacture (using Alchemy) new Savior Schnups. Drink them only at important moments, e.g. just before a difficult battle. I don't have any locks. Lockpicks, just like Savior Schnups, are items with
very limited availability. You need them to open up. It's easy to break which means you can lose them forever if you're not careful. New lockpicks can be found in the world or can be purchased from mills (black marketeers) or some selected dealers (e.g. Votava which can be found at Talmberg Castle). I
don't have any gold. Some of the methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but requires your character to have Botany at a high level. Thanks to this you will be able to collect many more herbs with one click. In addition to this, you
should remember to sell useless items from your own account. However, traders are only interested in certain goods and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find a shovel. You need this item to, e.g. dig out graves and treasures. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during, e.g. Good side search
thief. However, the finding is very simple - one of the shovels rests on the basket that can be found at Miller Peshek's farm in Rattay (the starting point for this search). I don't have a good gun or armor. Know that a basic weapon and armor can all be taken during the first main searches. However, you can
also decide to search for them yourself. One of the chances of finding good equipment is during your first visit to Talmberg that happens after your escape from Skalitz. You can get inside the arsenal and steal the most valuable items stored there. This requires you to use lockpicks, however, all castles in
the game have low-level locks. I can't read books. That's not an insect. Henry can't read at the beginning of the kingdom. You should start Mightier Than the Sword side search - visit the scribe who lives in Uzhitz. Spend some gold and stay there for a few days - after that Henry will learn the basics of
reading. From now on you can start reading books. I failed a search. All missions to the Kingdom come are nonlinear. Some of the side searches can end with a failure. You can lead to this effect, e.g. not helping an NPC within a certain time limit, leading to someone's death or being caught red-handed.
Try to come to terms with this failure or reload your previous save if the game does not allow you to continue a search. I can't beat Rudd. The first encounter with Runt occurs when you go back to the damaged Skalitz (this takes place during the first searches). Your second meeting with Runt is at
Pribyslavitz during the main Baptism of Fire search. This is where you have to beat him. Rudd is the only enemy to be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, a high-quality melee gun and, optionally, a bow before you begin this quest. During the duel you should look for opportunities to block his attacks and
use your own combos or shoot him with your bow. Runt can die immediately if he gets shot in the head. More detailed solutions to the problems mentioned above and other topics can be found in the FAQ section. Tips for startThe main focus guide is to provide various Boot. Thanks to them you should be
able to learn all the basic game rules and survive the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as combat, character evolution, travel to the game world, meeting with NPCs, equipment management, or the use of alchemy. A lot of time and effort was put into the FAQ chapter. There,
you can learn how to get rich quickly, how to find a good weapon and armor with ease, what skills should be unlocked first, how to win bigger battles, how to act when your character is caught in the act or how to successfully succeed in enemy camps. Trophy GuideThe chapter dedicated to achievements
is another important part. There, you can find a complete list of Steam trophies and achievements along with tips to help you unlock them. The last part of the guide consists of the global atlas featuring high-resolution maps of the entire world with the most important locations marked on them.
RomanceNas, you can make romance at Kingdom Come Delivery. Check out our romance guide and learn more about Lady Stephanie (search on your service My Lady) and Theresa (search courtship). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the critical NPC, vendors, traders, skill
trainers and treasure maps: Treasure mapsTreasure maps in the Kingdom Come are images with symbolic tips - if you find the right place, you will get a reward! All treasure maps in the Kingdom Come - our map with the signs of all treasures, of lodges and loot in the Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII
(rewards: dogwood hunting bow, fashionable slippers, hunting hat, lucky playing dice, nighthawk recipe, The joy of evisceration IV)Treasure IV (rewards: chalice and groschen)Treasure XI (rewards: dogwood bow of the peasant) Treasure XX (rewards: long Ashbow , basic riding skills IV, dark shoes IV,
dark shoes iv , recipe Aqua Vitalis)Treasure XVII (rewards: Dogwood bow, Decorated riding boots, necklace, skill book: lockpacking)Treasure XVI (rewards: Ash bow hunting and sword hunting) Walkthrough Guide to the Kingdom Come: Delivery also offers a detailed detailed presentation. There, you can
find solutions for both the main searches (divided into operations) and the sub-searches that you can unlock by talking to NPCs. Many searches in the game are not linear which is also mentioned in their descriptions. You can also check the future consequences of your actions. Main QuestsKingdom
Come Detailed presentation contains all the main searches with tips. Check out our solution: Side QuestsRattay Searches (The Good Thief, Pickpocketing, Aquarius, Cook, A Bird in Hand, Next to Eusebius, Hard Love)Uzitz Quests (Stronger Than the Sword, Playing with the Devil, The Horse
Screwed)Talmberg (The House of God) Neuhof (The Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost In Translation)Sasau (In The Hand of Gods, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains , Rattle, Miss in Danger)Rvna (A Man of Fabric)PestilenceActivities (small searches)Kingdom Come offers smaller
side searches called activities. Here you can find a detailed presentation on various activities in many cities: Rattay Activities (This as Woyzeck Thieves, Thick as Peshek Thieves, Do Me a Favor Punch Me, Destruction, Beggars Feast and Rob the Rich, Give the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Inn in Glade (A
Woman Despised, Delicacies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River) Sasau (Thick as Thieves Simon, Green-Eyed Monster, The Queen of Shebas Sword) The most important keys to the Kingdom Come to PCBelow you can find us one of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come:
Deliverance (PC version). The full list of controls is in the Controls section. Move Look Around Interact / Get an Item / Start a Conversation / Confirm Action Go / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary Attack Secondary Attack Kick or Other Special Attack Block / Parry Take Out a Melee Gun Take a Bow
Census Character Menu Quests Magazine Map Skip Time Come: Delivery is a complex RPG set in Medieval Europe. Developers have a lot of emphasis on realism. This is reflected by the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and many difficulties in keeping your hero alive. Your
character can't heal quickly, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the combat system, where you can use various types of melee and weapons. Jacek Stranger Halas (www.gamepressure.com) Next How to unlock from the ashes? Author: Jacek Stranger Halas
gamepressure.com Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections to this guide. Guide.
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